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Efficient Leave-One-Out Strategy for Supervised Feature Selection
Dingcheng Feng, Feng Chen , and Wenli Xu
Abstract: Feature selection is a key task in statistical pattern recognition. Most feature selection algorithms have
been proposed based on specific objective functions which are usually intuitively reasonable but can sometimes
be far from the more basic objectives of the feature selection. This paper describes how to select features such
that the basic objectives, e.g., classification or clustering accuracies, can be optimized in a more direct way. The
analysis requires that the contribution of each feature to the evaluation metrics can be quantitatively described
by some score function. Motivated by the conditional independence structure in probabilistic distributions, the
analysis uses a leave-one-out feature selection algorithm which provides an approximate solution. The leave-oneout algorithm improves the conventional greedy backward elimination algorithm by preserving more interactions
among features in the selection process, so that the various feature selection objectives can be optimized in a
unified way. Experiments on six real-world datasets with different feature evaluation metrics have shown that this
algorithm outperforms popular feature selection algorithms in most situations.
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1

Introduction

Feature selection is a fundamental task for many
statistical pattern recognition applications such as
image processing, speech recognition, text mining,
and bioinformatics[1-6] . Feature selection is usually
a discrete process using advanced combinatorial
mathematics, especially discrete optimization. Due to
its importance in applications and the optimization
difficulties, feature selection has attracted much
attention with the development of pattern recognition
and machine learning methods[1, 7, 8] .
Many new feature selection methods have been
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recently proposed using the formalism of nonlinear
dimensionality reduction, especially the manifold
learning techniques, such as the Laplacian eigenmap[9]
and locally linear embedding[10] . Laplacian score,
which is closely related to the canonical Fisher
score[11] , evaluates the importance of each feature by
its ability to preserve the locality relations among
samples[12] . SPEC (SPECtrum decomposition of graph
Laplacian) extends the Laplacian score by providing
a unified perspective to systematically select features
based on the properties of graph Laplacians with a
series of heuristic strategies for deriving the SPEC
framework and illustrations of the connection between
Laplacian score and ReliefF[13, 14] . The Trace Ratio
(TR) criterion generalizes both the Laplacian score and
SPEC by evaluating a single feature to evaluating a
feature subset with a “trace-ratio” objective function
defined with respect to the feature selection matrix[15] .
New objectives for feature selection have recently
been proposed. For example, Multi-Cluster Feature
Selection (MCFS) aims to select features which best
preserve the multi-cluster structure within the data[16] ,
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while the Similarity Preserving Feature Selection
(SPFS) framework attempts to select features which
best preserve the sample similarity matrix[6] .
Previous feature selection algorithms have
been based on specific objective functions, while
the “ultimate” feature evaluation metrics (e.g.,
classification or clustering accuracies) usually differ
from these specific objectives. This study optimizes
the “ultimate” metrics (which is a more fundamental
objective). Specifically, this method selects feature
subsets such that the fundamental objectives are
optimized. Further, the model requires that the feature
selection algorithm returns a quantitative measure of
the contribution of each feature to the fundamental
objectives by some score function. A leave-one-out
feature selection algorithm is used to provide an
approximate solution for these purposes. The leaveone-out algorithm is motivated by the conditional
independence structure in probabilistic distributions,
and can be viewed as an effort to overcome the
limitation of the conventional “greedy backward
elimination” method. The algorithm is compared with
many popular feature selection algorithms for realworld datasets with different evaluation metrics with
the results showing that the leave-one-out algorithm
outperforms previous methods in most situations.

2

Feature Selection Objectives

A common “framework” for most feature selection
algorithms can be summarized as the following two
closely related procedures: (1) Formulate the feature
selection to optimize some objective function which
represents some reasonable intuitive idea explicitly.
(2) Utilize an optimization strategy which leads to
meaningful solutions of the designed objectives. The
objective functions should relate to the feature selection
motivation. However, the feature selection formulation
can differ greatly, which can lead to different
optimization objectives. The following illustrates the
differences by describing several of the most popular
feature selection objectives.
 SPEC[14] (The Laplacian score[12] is used as special
case). The objective is to select a feature subset to form
the best lower dimensional representation by
S / D tr.Y
Y LY T /
minJ .S
S

1
2

1
2

(1)

where L D D L D
is the normalized Laplacian
matrix, L D D W is the Laplacian matrix, Wij D

1
if yi D yj D l and 0 elsewhere (supervised
nl
!
x .i / x .j / jj2
jjx
(unsupervised
case) or Wij D exp
2 2
case) is the pairwise instance similarity matrix, D is
the degree matrix of W defined by a diagonal matrix
Pm
.i /
with D i i D
j D1 Wij (i D 1;    ; n), Y D Œyj 
(i D 1;    ; m, j D 1;    ; k) is the submatrix of
the data matrix defined by y .i / D S x .i / (representing
data points with respect to selected variables), and S 2
S 1 n1 D 1 k1 , 1 Tk1 S 0 D k) is the
f0; 1gkn (S
feature selection matrix.
 TR criterion[15] . The objective is to select a
feature subset to simultaneously minimize the withinclass affinity and maximize the between-class affinity
by
S X LbX TS T/
tr.S
maxJ .S/ D
(2)
S
S X LwX TS T/
tr.S
where X 2 Rnm is the data matrix with m samples
S 1n1 D 1k1 ,
and n features, S 2 f0; 1gkn (S
1Tk1 S 0 D k) is a feature selection matrix, L w D
Dw
Aw, Lb D D b
A b , A w and A b represent
the within-class (or local) and between-class (or global)
affinity relationships among samples, D w is the degree
matrix of A w defined by a diagonal matrix with
P
D w /i i D jmD1 .Aw /ij (i D 1;    ; n), and D b is the
.D
degree matrix of A b defined by a diagonal matrix with
P
Ab /ij (i D 1;    ; n).
D b /i i D jmD1 .A
.D
[6]
 SPFS . The objective is to select a feature subset
which best preserves the similarity among samples by
S / D X TS TS X W
minJ .S
(3)
S

where X 2 Rnm is the data matrix with m samples
S 1n1 D 1k1 ,
and n features, S 2 f0; 1gkn (S
T
1k1 S 0 D k) is a feature selection matrix, and W is
a predefined similarity matrix which can be constructed
either by using label information (supervised case) or
using distance matrices (unsupervised case).
 MCFS[16] . The objective is to select a feature subset
which best preserves the multi-cluster structure among
samples by
X
S/ D
maxJ .S
MCFS.j /
(4)
S

S/
j 2F .S

S / is the selected feature subset, MCFS.j /
where F .S
is the
ˇ score
ˇ for feature j defined by MCFS.j / D
max ˇak;j ˇ, a k 2 Rn1 is the optimal solution to the
k

L1-regularized regression problem
y .k/ X T a k k C ka
a k k1
minky
ak

(5)
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where X 2 Rnm is the data matrix with m samples
and n features, y .k/ 2 Rm1 is the solution to
the generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem
D y (y
y .k/ corresponds to the k-th smallest
L y D D
eigenvalue), L D D W is the Laplacian matrix, W is
the weight matrix defined on a graph (can have multiple
choices), and D is the degree matrix of W defined by a
P
diagonal matrix with D i i D jmD1 Wij (i D 1;    ; n).
SPEC, TR, SPFS, and MCFS are all appropriate
feature selection formulations, which select feature
subsets based on reasonable intuition. However, the
direct connections among these different motivations
are difficult to identify, and users have difficulty
choosing which algorithm to apply in specific
applications. Most feature selection evaluation criteria
are the classification or clustering accuracies, which
are the “ultimate” objective for the feature selection.
The next section describes a more direct perspective
to optimizing the more fundamental objectives of the
feature selection.

3

Leave-One-Out
Framework

Feature

Selection

Three popular evaluation metrics for feature
selection are used here to evaluate a dataset
X D Œx
x .1/ ;    ; x .m/  2 Rnm with the corresponding
labels y D Œy .1/ ;    ; y .m/  2 R1m where y .i / 2
f1;    ; C g is the label of sample point x .i / .
S/ 2
Specifically, the selected feature subset F .S
f1;    ; ng is evaluated using the following evaluation
.m/
x .1/
metric functions on X .F; W/ D Œx
F ;    ; xF  2
Rkm (denoted by X F ) and y , which can be computed
.i/
and x .i/
F D x .F / denotes the elements indexed by F
.i/
in x .
 Classification accuracy[6, 12, 14-16] :
Pmtest
/
ı.y .i / ; fO.x.i
F //
max Jclassify D i D1
(6)
mtest
where fO is a classifier trained with mtrain data points
X F ; Y /, mtest is the number
randomly sampled from .X
of remaining samples (test samples), and ı.x; y/ is the
delta function which equals 1 if x D y and 0 otherwise.
 Clustering accuracy[12, 16] :
Pm
ı.y .i / ; map.c .i / //
max Jcluster D i D1
(7)
m
where y .i/ is the provided label, c .i / is the cluster label
of data point x .i/ , and map.c .i / / maps each cluster label
c .i/ to the equivalent label in data.
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 Normalized mutual information[12, 16] :
0
MI.C; C /
(8)
max Jmi D
max.H.C /; H.C 0 //
where
0
X
p.ci ; cj /
0
0
MI.C; C / D
p.ci ; cj / log2
0
p.ci /p.cj /
0
0
ci 2C;cj 2C

and p.ci / is the probability of a sample proportion in
cluster ci , and H.C / is the entropy of cluster C .
The feature selection objectives (Eqs. (6)-(8)) are
more fundamental than the case in Eqs. (1)-(4).
Previous studies have proposed some “intuitive” feature
selection criteria (e.g., Eqs. (1)-(4)), and evaluate the
selected feature subset by the “ultimate” evaluation
criteria (e.g., Eqs. (6)-(8)). Though these two classes
of objectives are closely connected as illustrated by the
effectiveness of previous feature selection algorithms,
good solutions of the intuitive criteria cannot guarantee
good solutions of the ultimate in generic situations.
This study aims to provide a unified framework
to find good feature subsets with respect to arbitrary
evaluation objectives. Specifically, the model is based
on
maxJ .F /
(9)
F

where J can be arbitrary feature selection objectives.
We are interested in cases when J is Eqs. (6)-(8)
which are more fundamental and direct feature selection
criteria. Moreover, the model will give individual
representation of the importance of each feature,
i.e., give each feature a “score” which describes its
contribution to the objective. Though the “fundamental
objective” and “individual representation” are desirable,
Eq. (9) cannot be solved in the general case.
Thus, the structure of conditional independence
relations[17] is used to provide reasonable
approximations for Eq. (9). The Markov blanket
of a random variable y with respect to fy; x g is a
variable subset MBL.y/  x D fx1 ;    ; xn g when y
is independent of all the variables in x . The smallest
Markov blanket is called the Markov boundary of
y, denoted by MB.y/, which is usually unique
with one sufficient condition that p.y; x / is strictly
positive[17] . One property of a Markov blanket is
that the intersection of two Markov blankets is still a
Markov blanket. Note that the feature subset selection
can also be viewed as identifying the Markov boundary
of class label y from the feature variables x such that
p.yjx/ D p.yjMB.y//. Given MB.y/, where y is
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independent of all x nMB.y/, then MB.y/ contains
the information for the conditional distribution of y
and, therefore, is a good feature subset. According to
the property of Markov blankets, y is independent of
all x nA provided that A is a variable subset satisfying
MB.y/  A  x . However, when MB.y/ 6 A,
i.e., 9xi such that xi 2 MB.y/ but xi 62 A, y is not
independent of x nA given A and, therefore, A cannot
be viewed as a good feature subset.
The conditional independence suggests the intuition
that removing an important feature may have a bigger
x / than
impact on the conditional distribution of p.yjx
adding a redundant feature. Note that x is also a (trivial)
Markov blanket of y. Therefore, the importance of
feature xi can be reflected in D.p.yjx/; p.yjx i //
where x i D x n fxi g and D is some distance metric
of two distributions. Since general supervised learning
is based on detecting the properties of the full
x /, the individual features
conditional distribution p.yjx
can reasonably be evaluated by their contributions to
x /. Specifically, the score for feature xi can be
p.yjx
x / J .x
x i /, where J is an
given as w.xi / D J .x
arbitrary evaluation criterion of a feature subset such as
in Eqs. (6)-(8).
Algorithm 1 summarizes this feature selection idea
which can use the previous evaluation metrics J in
Eqs. (6)-(8). The algorithm returns the quantitative
importance for each feature to the metric. If a larger
(smaller) value of J corresponds to a good feature
subset, then a larger (smaller) weight, w.xi /, will
correspond to a better (worse) feature. Algorithm
1 runs the first step of the “greedy backward
elimination”, but stops at this step and then performs
similar computations for the other features. Therefore,
Algorithm 1 avoids the drawback of the “greedy
backward elimination” which usually converges to a
local optimal feature subset, since the effect of the
interactions among features on the evaluation metric
is neglected in the selection process. Algorithm 1
overcomes this limitation by evaluating the n
1
features together, which preserves possible interactions
among features.

4

Experiments

This section shows that the leave-one-out algorithm
can outperform many popular feature selection
algorithms with real-world datasets (Table 1). Figure
1 compares the different feature selection algorithms

Algorithm 1 The Leave-one-out Feature Selection Algorithm
x .1/ ;    ; x .m/  2 Rnm , label
Input: Feature matrix X D Œx
vector y D Œy .1/ ;    ; y .m/  2 R1m , a feature evaluation
metric J such as in Eqs. (6), (7), and (8).
Output: A weight function for each feature.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

X ; y /.
Compute J .X
for i 2 f1;    ; ng do
F i D f1;    ; ng n fi g.
X .F i ; W/; y /.
Compute J .X
X ; y/
Compute w.i/ D J .X
end for
return w.

X .F
J .X

i ; W/; y /.

in terms of the classification accuracies, clustering
accuracies, and normalized mutual information for
real-world datasets. “MCFSSup” and “MCFSUns”
denote the supervised and unsupervised version of the
MSFS algorithm, “infogain” (information gain) and
“relief”[13] denote two conventional feature selection
algorithms, “fromESupKNN”, “fromESupMI”, and
“fromESupAC” denote the leave-one-out feature
selection algorithm where the evaluation metric J
is the classification accuracy in Eq. (6) indicated as
“supKNN” (using the k-nearest neighbor classifier
with k D 1), the clustering accuracy in Eq. (7)
indicated as “supAC” (using the best result of the
K-means clustering method for 10 times), and the
normalized mutual information in Eq. (8) indicated
as “supMI”. The classification accuracy, Eq. (6), in
“fromESupKNN” was computed from test data where
the datasets were partitioned as mtrain  0:5 m and
mtest  0:5 m. The clustering accuracy, Eq. (7),
and the normalized mutual information, Eq. (8), in
“fromESupMI” and “fromESupAC” were computed
using all the data. The unsupervised “redundancy
rate”[18] was computed as an evaluation metric and
1 P
was defined as Jred D
i;j 2F .S / i;j where
F .S /
i;j is the correlation between the i -th and the j -th
features and F .S / is the selected feature subset. Note
Table 1

Real-world datasets.

Dataset

Dimension

Size

Classes

dermatology
USPS
MNIST
mfeat
COIL20
COIL100

34
256
784
649
1024
1024

366
9298
4000
2000
1440
7200

6
10
10
10
20
100
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Fig. 1
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Classification accuracies (column 1), clustering accuracies (column 2), mutual information (column 3), and redundancy
k
rate (column 4) with different numbers ( = 0.1, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1) of selected features in
n
six real-world datasets (row 1-row 6).
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that smaller values of Jred indicate that the redundancy
is smaller in F .S / and F .S / is thus a better feature
subset.
Figure 1 shows that the leave-one-out feature
selection has better performance in most situations,
where the classification accuracy, Eq. (6), is computed
from the test data with the datasets partitioned as
mtrain  0:6 m and mtest  0:4 m and the clustering
accuracy, Eq. (7), the normalized mutual information,
Eq. (8) and the redundancy rate are computed using
all the data. The leave-one-out algorithm selects
features which directly maximize these classification
accuracies, clustering accuracies, and normalized
mutual information while preserves the interactions
among features in the selection process. Other feature
selection algorithms use specific objective functions
such as Eqs. (1)-(4) which are reasonable in some
situations, but only indirectly solve Eq. (9). The gap
between Eq. (9) and the specific feature selection
objectives such as in Eqs. (1)-(4) can be quite large,
which is why these algorithms are inefficient in some
situations.
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